LEAD Scholarship & Program
“Leaders Engaging & Advancing Diversity”

Purpose: To expose students to basic concepts of diversity and social justice from a biblical frame of reference. The LEAD Program aims to develop interculturally competent students that can serve and lead on campus and beyond.

Upon completion of the LEAD Program students will be able to:
1. Construct a biblical foundation for diversity.
2. Discuss and analyze their cultural worldview and empathize with the cultural worldviews of others.
3. Analyze unjust systems and structures.
4. Value cultural humility and practice engaging humbly with friends and family.

Scholarship Amount: $2,000-$6,000 per year

Eligibility: Any student who has developed a personal understanding of their own ethnic background and has engaged in activities that promote multi-ethnic awareness, learning, and celebration within the context of the United States. In addition, students applying should have a cumulative high school GPA of a 3.0 or above, and/or cumulative transfer GPA of a 2.5 or higher.

The scholarship is renewable yearly contingent on fulfillment of Program Requirements*:
1. Attend a weekly 1.5 hour, 0 unit class for the first year (both Fall & Spring semesters) enrolled at Biola. The LEAD class consists of training, small group discussion, and relationship building. The class is either pass or fail. Successful completion of the class will be designated on the student’s university transcript.
2. Fulfill participation and written requirements every semester they are enrolled. This includes attending 5 designated chapels per semester and 3 sessions at the Student Congress on Racial Reconciliation (SCORR) held every February.
3. Maintain a GPA of 2.5

For questions about applying for the LEAD Scholarship: multiethnic.outreach@biola.edu
For questions about the LEAD Program: multiethnicprograms@biola.edu

*Program Requirements are subject to change.